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A break in our publication schedule meant that we were not able to comment
on last Wednesday’s rout in global equity markets. Unlike the period of summer
weakness that spread across most emerging and developed markets this was
very much a “made in the US” affair, and was centered on the most popular
group of equities that bridge the Technology and new Communications sectors.
There was no simple catalyst for the selloff, although higher global yields,
concerns about the trade dispute and the sustainability of earnings all played
their part. Perhaps most obviously the gap between the rising US equity market
and lower prices elsewhere became too wide to sustain and once trend support
levels for the SPX and NDX indexes were breached a rapid decline was always
on the cards.

Quite how much damage has been wrought remains to be seen. Unlike the
earlier declines closes below the 200 day ma were registered by both the SPX
and NDX, the first time the latter suffered this fate since June 2016. The
subsequent rebound has been impressive, but has only repaired a small portion
of the ground lost and declines of this magnitude are rarely reversed in a
straightforward manner (October 2014 being the only example in recent
memory). Generally a process of rally, rollover and retest needs to be
undertaken before the all-clear can be sounded.
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Wednesday’s close left the SPX index at 2809, roughly half-way between
2900 (above which it would be in touching distance of a new all-time high)
and 2700, where it bottomed in July. This is our best guess of where the new
trading range will be established with moves across it potentially being
quite violent. For the NDX index we would set the range between 6800 and
7500, and try not to get too excited about moves in between. Of course
below the surface the various sectors can be expected to be volatile against
the index.

Thus far only healthcare can be said to have truly stood out, closing above
its 50 day on Wednesday and never coming close to its 200 day ma last
week. Energy did a reasonable job of absorbing the initial weakness but
experienced little of the bounce that followed. Other sectors broadly
followed the markets moves, with considerable variation from day to day. It
really is too early to parse winners and losers and although we have seen a
lot of commentary try and parse groups into “defensive” and “cyclical”
buckets there really is little rhyme or reason around performance during
broad liquidations such as this.

With earnings season underway there is at least a source of news to distract
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investors from their concerns and so far those companies that have delivered
decent earnings have been rewarded with bounces, but these have generally
been less than the losses for those disappointing investors. Given that we
believe that the global economy has remained intact we would expect to see
another decent earnings season, but this may not by itself be sufficient to calm
the overall mood.

Outside the US broad losses took place but in some cases perhaps less than
would be expected. This was mostly true in a number of emerging markets
outside of Asia, with Latin America helped by Brazil’s election and the EMEA
region by some stabilization in Turkey. One significant change is the behavior
of EMFX, which has actually gained against the USD in recent weeks as have
local currency bonds. This suggests that the brutal summer sell off in many
countries may have been sufficient to provide defendable lows and with export
data in commodity heavy economies showing robust activity the favorable
capital account positions may finally be making themselves felt.

For the emerging market complex overall the losses within larger Asian
markets (including this time India) meant that the MXEF index still fell sharply.
Concerns about the state of the semiconductor industry meant that Taiwan
ceased to act as a safe haven and suffered its sharpest one day loss in 10 years (-
6.3%), pushing it back into the red for the year. Korea’s KOSPI index dropped -
4.44%, the largest drop since 2011, and although China’s H share losses were
more manageable they still took equities down to a new 2018 low.

All three markets remain dogged by a combination of the US/China trade
dispute and the confusion of China’s domestic economic policy. There has been
no progress in the former (and none seems likely in the near future), but
September’s trade data suggests that no material impact has yet been felt, and
the damage remains at the psychological level. As far as economic policy is
concerned the picture is more complicated. China’s intervention into its local
technology sector have clearly had a negative impact on what had been key
leadership, while its monetary policy continues to significantly constrain those
reliant on shadow banking even as bank lending and local authority investment
accelerate. As we saw in 2015 confusion is the enemy of confidence. We believe
that China’s overall policy mix is now quite supportive, but it is hard to see this
transmitted into better performance by its financial markets until its effects
become obvious.

Harking back to the stability of a number of emerging markets it seems that
this is being driven by continued demand from China for key goods, most
clearly commodities, which itself implies rather stronger economic activity than
you would expect looking at the state of the equity market. This is also the case
with commodity markets themselves, which emerged unscathed from last
week’s turbulence. Crude oil has subsequently declined sharply its moves are in
line with prior whipsaws experienced in recent months. Industrial metals were
steady in recent sessions while precious metals were particularly impressive,
showing some “safe haven” characteristics for the first time in several quarters.

Our final comments concern interest rates which appear to be moving higher
once more. Much has been made of the failure of various US equity sectors to
confirm the move in yields (banks have been weak and Utilities relatively
stable), but these are uncertain signals at best, particularly at a time that
passive flows are reversing violently. The bottom line is that the long end of the
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US yield curve has managed to break out for the first time in several years and
that other developed market yields have also been moving higher. This still
looks like the beginning of a significant shift in long term yields and not simply a
flash in the pan move that will be reversed quickly. The fact that US yields only
dropped slightly during last week’s equity rout is a sign that little demand for
these instruments was sitting on the sidelines and there are already signs that
the long bond is ready to revisit its recent high at 3.44%.



S&P 500

What we had been referring to as “the grind higher” in the SPX came to its terminus on the day of our last note written two weeks ago. After
hanging on to moving average support during the early part of last week the large cap index fell sharply lower on Wednesday putting an end to
the series of higher lows that has been in place since February. The following day the SPX extended its losses and over the two day period the
index lost -151.97 points or -5.35% (it would have been more if it wasn’t for Thursday’s mid-afternoon bounce). MACD has done what one would
expect during a precipitous price decline and has fallen quickly into negative territory.

The technical damage has been biting and the SPX likely needs more time to repair itself. Generally, a process of rally, rollover and retest needs
to be undertaken before an all-clear can be sounded and only a move back above the 50-day ma would suggest that the SPX is back in rally
mode. We now mark first support at 2,700 and second 2,670.
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NASDAQ 100

The NDX fell through key support at its 50-day ma which had cradled prices since the ground above the shorter term moving average was taken
in early May. That break was in concert with the series of higher lows being dislocated and last Thursday was the first time since June of 2016
that the high tech index closed below its 200-day ma. It has been able to retake the ground above the longer term moving average but like the
other equity indexes we track in these pages the technical damage has been severe enough that a quick recovery is not likely on the cards (this
week’s oversold bounce aside). What can be said is that the future price action will likely be tethered to investors reactions to earnings and
forecasts as the 3Q earnings season unfolds. We now mark first support at last Thursday’s intra-day low at 6,888.40 and second at 6,500. We
now mark first resistance at 7,500 and second at the October 1st intra-day high at 7,700.05.
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Russell 2000

The RTY started to roll over weeks before its larger cap brethren and broke below its 50-day moving average days before either the NDX or the
SPX did (in the case of the RTY we did not consider it a line in the sand as we did in the NDX). The sell off continued at apace and it dropped
below its 200-day ma last week but unlike the NDX and the SPX it has been unable to retake the ground above the longer term moving
average. The RTY reached its lows at just after noon time on Friday and at that point the small cap index was down 12.1% from the August 31st
highs. For some time we had brought attention to the non-confirmation of August price highs by MACD and now the momentum has fallen into
negative territory for the first time since March and has blown through the February lows. We now mark first support at Friday’s low at 1,530.98
and second at 1,500.
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VXO

The VXO index burst into life last Wednesday, breaking above the 20 level for the first time in 6 months and peaking on Thursday at 26.36 for its
highest reading since early February. This represents correction territory for the VXO, which is hardly surprising given the swift decline by the
underlying equity market. Unlike early 2018, the price of volatility appeared to follow equity prices, and the forced covering of short-volatility
bets did not play the same sort of roll that they did in early February’s decline.

With the SPX managing to gain ground on Friday and Tuesday the VXO has subsided back to 17.21, still high enough to portray a considerable
degree of nervousness but an improvement over the state of affairs a week ago. We would need to see a close below 14 to suggest that
sustainable confidence is returning to the market, while 18 and 20 mark the levels that would suggest that nerves are jangling again.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

Two weeks ago the MXEF failed again to retake the ground above its 50-day moving average. This is the seventh time this year that the EM
index has been capped by the shorter term moving average. MACD remains trapped in negative territory and the only thing that could be
considered at all technically positive is that the oscillator has held above the late June lows and looks like it is trying hook higher. We now mark
first support at Thursday’s lows at 950 and second at 900. The 50-day ma continues to mark key support.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The long end of the yield curve experienced a pause in recent sessions but looks to be back on the move towards higher levels. The 30 year
bond yield peaked at 3.45% on Monday October 9th and then pulled back to 3.30% on Thursday afternoon as the equity market swooned.
However, support at that level held and after moving sideways for the next three sessions moved back up to 3.37% following the publication of
the September FOMC minutes. For the 10 year yield the peak was registered at 3.26% and followed by a pullback to 3.13%, with Wednesday’s
pop taking it back up to 3.305%.

To our eyes this looks like a brief consolidation of recent gains (in terms of yields) that is likely to be followed by another break higher. 3.50% for
the 30 year bond is the obvious upside target which would indicate a 10 year yield around the 3.30%. There appears to be much skepticism
around the staying power of long term yields but the break higher looks real enough to us should not be underestimated.
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US Dollar

Aside from a brief flirtation with support at the 94 level (which it temporally broke) in early September and a challenge of first resistance at 96
earlier this month the DXY remains range bound. We find it notable that there was not a flight to safety during the turmoil in global equities,
but there was no obvious liquidation taking place either, suggesting that the selling of equities and bonds was by domestic investors. Only a
decisive move above the 97 level (second resistance) would suggest that the months long price pattern could be classified as consolidation and
not distribution. We continue to mark first support at 94 and second at 93.
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Gold

Gold has had a decent couple of weeks and was one of the few beneficiaries of the recent bout of turbulence. Having traded sideways for
several weeks around its 50 day ma the metal was able to break higher last Thursday and has held onto these gains in subsequent session to
close last night at $1222.31. MACD shows a build of positive momentum reaching its highest level since early February, indicating an ability to
push higher.

Significant resistance for the metal looks to come around the $1240 level, above which it would be back in the range which contained prices for
the first six months of the year. Key support stands at $1200 which combines round number support with the 50 day ma and the current price is
almost exactly equidistant between these levels.
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Crude Oil

When we last wrote we suggested that the rally in oil was stretched and that MACD reflected the growing overbought condition but we admit
we didn’t expect it to begin to pullback the very next day or that the backing and filling that we considered forthcoming would unfold into
deeper retracement and drop more than $6 off of prices as measured by the front month WTI futures contract in two weeks. The selloff
extended into yesterday and left oil resting just above first support at $70. We now mark second support at the rising 200-day ma ($67.21 at
yesterday’s close). Only a move above the $75 level would suggest the bulls have retaken control.
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Copper

Copper managed to sit out last week’s liquidation of risk assets suggesting that its ugly summer decline washed out much of the speculative
holdings of the metal. From the fundamental perspective the metal appears to reflect plenty of demand, with metal warehouse stocks
depleting steadily, and there is no obvious reason for a breakout of yields to meaningfully change this state of affairs.

As bullish as this may seem the metal is yet to fully recover its poise and remains trapped in a fairly narrow range between its 50 day ma at
$6107 and $6400. Both levels were tested during October but neither shows sign of being ready to give way. An upside breakout would target
$6600 (the bottom of the old trading range) while a breakdown would probably see a quick retest of key support at $5800 where the metal
bottomed over the summer.
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